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Abstract: Most molecular biological concepts derive from physical chemical assumptions about the genetic code that are basically
more than 40 years old. Additionally, systems biology, another quantitative approach, investigates the sum of interrelations to obtain a
more holistic picture of nucleotide sequence order. Recent empirical data on genetic code compositions and rearrangements by mobile
genetic elements and noncoding RNAs, together with results of virus research and their role in evolution, does not really fit into these
concepts and compel a reexamination. In this review, we try to find an alternate hypothesis. It seems plausible now that if we look at
the abundance of regulatory RNAs and persistent viruses in host genomes, we will find more and more evidence that the key players
that edit the genetic codes of host genomes are consortia of RNA agents and viruses that drive evolutionary novelty and regulation of
cellular processes in all steps of development. This agent-based approach may lead to a qualitative RNA sociology that investigates and
identifies relevant behavioral motifs of cooperative RNA consortia. In addition to molecular biological perspectives, this may lead to a
better understanding of genetic code evolution and dynamics.
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Introduction: Conceptual Realms
of the Past Decades and Current
Empirical Data

For at least 4 decades, it was common use in molecular
biology to investigate the physical chemical properties
of nucleic acid sequence molecules. It was basically
the concepts of physicians and chemists such as Max
Delbrück or Manfred Eigen that shaped paradigmatic
horizons and oriented the concepts of the following generations in molecular biology. The essential
assumptions were that natural laws determine statistical fluctuations in the molecular sequence order and
errors in cellular genetic replications lead to variants
in DNA sequences that are the object of selection
processes.1 This successful model of molecular biology was coherent with more theoretical assumptions
of modern evolutionary synthesis, that random mutations are the main reason for genetic variations.2–4 In
the 1980s, increasing amounts of empirical data did
not fit into this concept:
• Barbara McClintock’s thoughts and experiments
found mobile genetic elements that actively influence the shape of genomes and their internal
interactions.5,6
• The central dogma of molecular biology “DNARNA-Protein everything else,” is obsolete nowadays; the reverse direction is also in common use.7
• The core concept of DNA biology, that DNA determines protein information and some remnants of
former evolutionary stages remained as useless
junk DNA in the genomes of cell-based organisms
is also outdated. The genes coding for proteins in
the human genome represent 1.5% of the total,
whereas the number of noncoding DNA reaches
98.5%.8,9 Noncoding RNAs are actively engaged
in nearly all cell processes for both evolutionary
and developmental needs.
• The detection of a third domain of life by Carl
Woese was a very important step in the development of our picture on the animate world, as was
the serial endosymbiotic theory of Lynn Margulis,
ie, cooperation of merged members constituting
eukaryotic cells with a true nucleus.10,11
• Viruses and their various roles in evolution and
developmental processes as obligate inhabitants of
cellular genomes change our view on the evolution
and function of the nucleic acid language and its
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interconnection with the amino acid language.12,13
In line with this thinking, some authors suggest the existence of a fourth domain of life, the
virosphere.14
• If we look at the flexible and dynamic expansion
of information processes through epigenetic programming and reprogramming, alternative splicing and RNA-editing,15–18 we must confess today
that investigations of the genomic contents of
organisms with the molecular biology tools of the
last 5 decades have yielded more questions than
answers.
• Investigations on spatiotemporal coordination
between cells, organs, and organisms in all domains
have shown that communication processes are the
core reason for this coordinative ability.19
Interestingly, there are some approaches that
try to integrate this new data into research on RNA
populations and viruses because it allows a more
appropriate description and understanding of their
interactions.20–23
In this review, we therefore focus on some aspects
of the consortia networks of viruses and subviral
agents: RNA stem-loop swarms and viral and subviral networks (SINEs, LINEs, Alus) that cooperate
and coordinate (regulate) within cellular genomes as
infection-derived modular tools such as noncoding
RNAs. Some noncoding RNAs built complementary consortia such as rRNAs, tRNAs, spliceosomes,
editosomes, toxin/antitoxin modules, restriction/
modification modules, and insertion/deletion modules.
Such networks determine regulation complexity in
various ways and may coadapt to different functions
than they originally evolved for.24–27

Key Players that Organize Genetic
Content Composition

Today we can identify several consortia of key players that coordinate and organize the genetic content
compositions of host organisms: endogenous viruses
and defectives, transposons, retrotransposons, long
terminal repeats, nonlong terminal repeats, long interspersed nuclear elements, short interspersed nuclear
elements, group I introns, group II introns, phages, and
plasmids are currently investigated examples that use
genomic DNA as their preferred living habitat.24,28,29
This means that DNA is not solely a genetic storage
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medium that serves as an evolutionary protocol but
is also a species-specific ecological niche.30–32 A great
variety of such mobile genetic elements have been
identified during the last 40 years as obligate inhabitants of all genomes, either prokaryotic or eukaryotic.33,34 They infect, insert, and delete; some cut and
paste, others copy and paste, and both spread within
the genome. They change host genetic identities either
by insertion, recombination, or the epigenetic regulation or re-regulation of genetic content and coevolve
with the host and interact in a modular manner.33–35
Together with noncoding RNAs they shape both
genome architecture and regulation. In this respect,
they are not only agents of change over evolutionary
time but also in real time as domesticated agents.36
Noncoding RNAs interact with DNA, RNA,
and proteins and play important roles in nuclear
organization,
transcription,
posttranscriptional
and epigenetic processes. Noncoding RNAs are
transcribed in both the sense and antisense directions
and may be expressed in a cell type, subcellular
compartment, developmental stage, or environmental
stimuli-specific, that is, context dependent manner.
Specific RNA polymerases overlap in transcriptional
contents, which means that each nucleotide can
participate in varying transcriptional content
arrangements according to varying contexts.37
Noncoding RNAs can be regulated in a varying
manner, coordinated or independently, autonomously
or functionally interrelated and can regulate individual genes as well as large genetic networks; they
can precisely control the spatiotemporal deployment
of genes that are executing neuronal processes with
extreme cell specificity. Various classes of noncoding RNAs target each other for posttranscriptional
regulation via alternative splicing, polyadenylation,
5′ capping, nontemplated modifications, and RNA
editing. RNA editing especially can transmit environmental information to the epigenome and therefore
enable neuronal plasticity with learning and memory.
Additionally, noncoding RNAs can undergo nuclearcytoplasmic, nuclear-mitochondrial, and axodendritic
trafficking via ribonucleprotein complexes that promote the spatiotemporal distribution and function of
various combinations of ncRNAs, mRNAs, and RNA
binding proteins.37
Long ncRNAs are transcribed from intergenic
regions in antisense, overlapping, intronic, and
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bidirectional orientations relative to protein coding
genes. Long noncoding RNAs can integrate temporal, spatial, developmental, and stimulus-specific
(contextual) cellular information. Small ncRNAs target RNAs in posttranscriptional regulation via RNAi.
Such small ncRNAs include miRNAs, siRNAs, and
piRNAs. Interestingly, we also find them in archaeal
ribonucleoprotein complexes.38

Stem loops: basic tools of active RNAs

One of the most interesting discoveries in the last
decades was certainly the fact that nucleic acid
sequences are not only information bearing molecules that serve as a read-only storage medium, but
they can be actively modified by several coplayers.7
Additionally, we mentioned that DNA centrism, which
investigates DNA as the dominant genetic information storage medium, might be wrong because the
older RNAs are the dominant interactors as soon as
transcription starts.39 The ancient RNA world hypothesis is filled up nowadays with current RNA world
facts and increasing knowledge about the abundance
of different but compatible RNAs, most if not all of
them in coacting processes via cooperation and suppression as well as amplification.40
In this world of life processes actively dominated
by RNA, DNA is increasingly cast in the role of the
“house” of genetic information storage, whereas the
interacting RNAs seem to be the “social network”
within this house.30,32,41
If we look at the “body” of these social networks,
we can see a secondary structure that is shared by
all these RNA nucleic acid sequences: it is the stemloop structure or, in the case of more complex agents
such as tRNA or ribosomal subunits, the ligated consortia of such stem loops. The RNA stem loops have
several distinct parts/subunits: stems consisting of
base-paired nucleic acids and loops/bulges/junctions
consisting of unpaired regions limited by stems.
Whereas the paired regions have a one-to-one ratio
of pyramidines and purines, this is not the case in
the loop structures of the unpaired regions. Interestingly, the different parts of the stem loops also have
distinct base compositions.42 This kind of variation
in the base composition is similar in the two consortia of stem loops of the two ribosomal subunits
throughout all domains of life, although evolutionarily divergent.
3
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A rather astonishing conclusion of these facts is that
randomly associated RNAs that have no evolutionary
history show the same structure-dependent compositional bias as ribosomal RNAs. This means that the differences do not depend on selection processes but on
the overall composition of the RNA consortium.42,43

Function, not sequence, determines
composition

Additionally, we must consider a rather important
fact, namely, that each RNA nucleotide of any natural RNA sequence is part of one of these secondary
structure motifs: stem, loop, bulge, junction or end,
or another unpaired region.
This means that the composition of RNA bases
follows the stem-loop architecture as an appropriate
tool, to store information and build more complex
ensembles that together act catalytically as ribozymes.
This results out of comparisons between natural RNA
sequences and randomized artificial RNA sequences
that indicate RNA sequence compatibility.42,44,45 These
compatible stem loops not only comprise the agents
of the current RNA world but also include all forms of
RNA viruses. Their modular “tool-like” composition
opens a wide range of flexible compositional patterns
that are combined via RNA self-ligation into a great
variety of complementary interacting RNA structures such as subunits of ribosomes and tRNAs,46,47
group I introns, group II introns, telomerase RNA,
micro RNAs, and RNA viruses.
This means the stem-loop tool—with its basepairing and nonpairing composition—is relevant to
all agents of the current RNA world being active in
cellular genomes after transcription.48 They are not
only remnants of the ancient RNA world but ongoing infection-derived modular tools for new cellular
needs, that is, “domesticated” consortia of interacting
RNA agents such as viruses, mobile genetic elements,
and noncoding RNAs.49–52 Whereas the single stemloop emergence seems to not be subjected to selection processes, the consortia that are built with these
tools are subjected to selection processes.

Emergence of RNA identities
and the original roles of tRNA

To go deeper into a world of self-replicating RNAs
prior to cellular organisms, we can start with
4

f orerunners of the tRNAs. Regarding RNAs and
genetic language, we should think on Tomasello’s
investigations about the origin of the human language out of gestures inherent in social interactions.53
Basically, a symbolic code must emerge from a nonsymbolic or more operational instruction. Following
this thinking regarding tRNA and the triplet genetic
code, we can propose that the original role for a
tRNA-like molecule was “operational” in that it was
part of a ribozyme that also provided self-priming
and self-identity for related replicators.54–56 With the
emergence of parasitic replicators, however, the network would be under selective pressure to further differentiate self identity. Thus, the covalent attachment
of a 5′ amino acid (or peptide) to either the sense or
antisense RNA would function as an additional primer-identity marker for the RNA, setting up selection
for amino acid coding. Eventually, continued selective
pressure by parasitic replicators that adapted to these
enhanced covalent changes led to the emergence of
additional symbolic information whose role was no
longer operational in an enzymatic sense, but needed
to specify network membership.13
The former dualism of information-bearing molecules that must be translated into executive molecules
changes into an all-in-one perspective. tRNAs and
other noncoding RNAs originally emerged as operational stem-loop consortia, but the selective pressure
through replicative parasites is constantly high, and
the attachment of amino acids as additional “primeridentity” markers leads to an amino acid code coherent to the nucleic acid language, possibly explaining
the emergence of protein modules that stabilize RNA
structures such as ribonucleoproteins.57,58
The emergence of enzymatic nonoperational
sequence structures (symbolic) to specify network
membership increases evolutionary potentials geometrically not arithmetically. It allows sets of relatively small agents to retain common behaviors and
identities (such as replication). Thus, it now seems
plausible that the basic coding of proteins and their
variable regulations (conserved in DNA) are the collective results of an abundance of complementary
RNA agents.
These RNA agents provide an unlimited potential
for new productivity since there is no fundamental
limit to be further parasitized by additional agents.
From this perspective, the accumulation of junk
Genomics Insights 2013:6
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DNA would indeed scale with accumulating RNA
society complexity. Thus, we must look at organisms as phenomena in which complex and dynamic
“protein bodies” are regulated by RNA agents that
build sequences that have new protein meanings
and can act as consortial ribozymatic agents to create networks. The highly stable DNA cellular world
is then an omnipresent, comfortable, chemically
stable but enzymatically vacant habitat. In this scenario, self-replicating RNA agents or self-replicating
viruses would remain as evolutionary curiosities
because of the energy costs needed to dynamically
maintain themselves.
It was proposed some time ago that tRNA evolution
was from two different stem loops.54 It now appears
to us that two RNA replication primers (identifiers)
merged at one time, and that amino acid or peptide
marking of RNA was an early chemical system for
providing replication chemical priming and identification, as were ribonucleoproteins. SINEs evolution
is often considered from the perspective of a tRNAlike structure. But if we instead focus on the stem
loops (not tRNA) as more fundamental and accept
that the pre-tRNA stem-loop structural tag is really
the main feature driving evolution of these structural
RNAs,57 then we can also apply this thinking to more
recent retrotransposons such as SINEs and LINEs.
The stem-loop primers of these agents have become a
central component for agent identity. These structures
(not sequences) can also be conditional (via pseudoknots, etc.). Thus, their link to hybrid dysgenesis or
their presence as RNPs in the brain58 can be better
understood as agents of a network identity. Of course,
all members would be expected to operate via a consortial quasispecies network identity that uses addiction modules to set group identity.34
An addiction module defines infection-derived viral
encoded features that formerly competed for insertion and later on became counterbalancing (mutually
dependent) features within the host organism. We can
find them as antagonizing modules such as insertion/
deletion, toxin/antitoxin, restriction/modification,
SINE, LINE, and Alu sequences. In most cases, such
addiction modules shape the genomic identity of
the host. If one balanced part is weakened (eg, via
stress, environmental influences, or infection), the
other part can get out of balance and cause disease or
lethal consequences.34,35,59,60 Single addiction modules
Genomics Insights 2013:6

represent successfully domesticated (adapted) RNA
consortia.

7S RNA ancestors of Alu and
interactions with retroviruses

To go one step further with this, lets continue with
7S RNA as the likely ancestor of Alu elements.61 All
domains of life have their own peculiar and related
7S like RNAs, but only eukaryotes and some prokaryotes have the Alu domain (stem loops) at the 5′ end.62
This RNA appears to have been present in an RNA
quasispecies-like world with conserved domains of
dsRNA and bound proteins. Clearly it established
a DNA habitat along with the invention of DNA as
the cellular genome. It assembles into an RNP and
has two known activities: getting cleaved by various
nucleases and affecting translation and transport of
“marked” proteins across membranes to the “exterior” or endoplasmic reticulum in eukaryotes. This
latter function is called signal transduction.
However, we suggest a different idea: 7S RNA
serves as a molecular identity that initially provided
ribosome-to-protein identity. It is a function (addiction or immune module) that will eliminate (export)
proteins that are not marked as members of the proper
ribosomal “cytoplasm.” But it can also have domains
such as Alu that are targets for endonuclease. With the
further evolution of prokaryotes, it became adapted
for protein export. This transport function has been
retained in all life forms, although in eukaryotes,
7S RNA was also adapted to pol II transcription
control.63

Viral quasispecies as precoordinated
networks of integrating agents brought Alu

The integration of infecting agents into host genomes
is not a randomly occurring process but needs the features and competences of consortia of RNA stem loops,
that is, what Eigen termed quasispecies populations.1
Most events in vertebrate genome colonization (ERVs,
LINEs, Alus) must have been via sexual process
involving colonization of the early embryo (which
maintains ERV and LINE activity). Necessarily this
needs a network approach to understanding the role
of these agents in evolution (especially their regulatory complexity). In the human situation, ERVs,
LTRs, LINEs, Alu elements, and most probably other
5
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human specific viruses all need to be considered as
basically interacting.13
Fundamentally, the new network was most likely
initiated by HERV embryo colonization, but this necessarily involved LINE-1 and Alu elements working
both to support and oppose the change. Alu elements
alone are estimated to have inserted into 75% of all
human genes.64 This network is expected to have
derived from addiction module action.12,60
The resulting changes were predominantly in regulatory regions (introns, 5′ noncoding, 3′ noncoding).
These changes had to superimpose a diffuse new
network onto already existing identity networks (via
small RNA-based consortia of innate immunity).
Only a viral quasispecies population-based process
can provide such a diffuse but precoordinated network
of integrating RNA agents. Point selection alone cannot achieve this. Since all retroviruses preferentially
package 7S RNPs into virions (ie, how 7S RNA was
discovered), they are the natural providers of new Alu
subsequences. This packaged 7S RNA is efficiently
reverse transcribed via alternative tRNA primers.61
The product of the RT reaction is a subregion of the
7S RNA that is only slightly larger than the Alu subdomain.
However, sequence analysis of Alu integrations
does not indicate that LTRs were directly involved.
Instead, LINE-1 RT seems to have mediated Alu
integration.65,66 LINE-1 often interrupt ERVs and
are highly and specifically induced and amplified
in early embryos67–69 and can downregulate HERV
expression.70 Early embryos are also active for Alu
and LTR mediated expression.71,72 Thus, if functional
LINEs are responding to embryonic retroviruses, they
can provide RT for Alu elements’ subdomain integration coming from a retrovirus.
Normally, such complex interactions and genome
colonizations result in a more complex antiviral or
antigenetic parasite system of identity.59 The resulting
Alu integrations should have accordingly provided
such a new lineage specific system of RNA-based
identity. But this new identity system acts mainly
via antisense miRNA network73,74 targets that the
Alu elements have provided to the 3′ ends of numerous transcripts.73 Normally, cells have only small
amounts of pol III transcribed “sense” Alu RNAs
in their cytoplasm (ie, Alu Y). However, once virus
infected, these levels go up dramatically and can also
6

be virus regulated.75 The expression of Alu transcripts
(often edited, hence generating mismatches), will
provide the cytoplasm with both sense and antisense
Alu elements that should result in dsRNA that will
promote inhibition of translation. Like interferon, this
would be an antiviral response.
It is thus interesting that these transcribed Alus are
mostly of the young class, found predominantly in the
Y chromosome76,33 and associated with L1 LINEs.77
We also know Alu ingression into other chromosomes
of the genome seems to be male mediated.78 In addition, the Y chromosomes of humans and chimps differ markedly not only due to Alu elements79 but also
to the large sets of tandem ERV integration events
(HERV-W and HERV-K), which is the most distinct
genetic difference between all human and chimp
chromosomes.78,33 In contrast, LINE-1 is not well represented in the Y chromosome. Thus, the concerted
actions of at least these three families of RNA agents
underlies much of the regulatory changes associated
with recent human evolution. In addition, these Alu
elements also now provide very handy signals for
genomic content editing (recombination/deletion/
insertion/point change),80,37 which is expressed in
early human embryo development.71

Origin of Social Group Behavior:
Role of Member Agents

If we want to better understand interactional motifs of
RNA stem-loop swarms and viruses, we can add sociological group membership features that are absent in
the inanimate world. Modelling collective behavior
has long been left to mathematical sociology trying to
predict social behaviors (culture, behavioral norms)
using various differential equations. Evolutionists
abandoned the idea of group selection decades ago.81,82
These social models are derived from both the individual and the collective perspective. However, emergent behaviors such as learning are not well explained
by any such models. This deficit is similar to systems
biology, which fails because one cannot deduce the
emergence of new qualities merely out of an increasing complexity of quantities.83,84
Group membership (identity) is an issue that is seldom if ever considered in any of the above models.34
A main assumption of most models is that self similarity will determine many group behaviors and
membership. It might be helpful if social science–like
Genomics Insights 2013:6
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 odels instead approach an empirical concept based
m
on communication: a key competence of social-bound
individuals is their common language use in communicative interactions. These are the primary tools
for promoting active coordination and cooperation.
Unfortunately, current social science approaches are
limited to humans or at best cellular organisms, such
as animals, plants, fungi, and bacteria.85–88 Agents that
have nucleic acid sequence structures solely have not
yet been considered. Such agent-based approaches
integrate communicative and linguistic competences
of individual member activities and consortia activities in evolutionary and developmental processes, in
contrast to ontological conceptions such as reductionism or holism.

RNA consortia: networks, systems,
social membership?

In current biology, a network (eg, the nodes in the
net) is not evaluated from the perspective of agents.
Individual participants are simply “inert” nodes in
an interacting net. Proteomes, transcriptomes, and
interactomes are all more or less presented as such
simple collections in a systems biology view of such
ensembles. It is the nature of the interaction that is
specified (positive, negative, etc.). Social membership is not considered. Nor is the emergence of
complex behavior or phenotype crucial. Interactions
within and between networks simply must emerge
from individual fittest type origins as suggested in
former quasispecies concepts.1,89,90 There are no group
behavioral issues or principles that must be adhered
to. The collective has no group fitness even though it
can show emergent features. All this can be modelled
by “game theory” (eg, self similar kin selection).
However, because reductionist approaches do
not well explain emergent consortia or group behaviors, systems biology tried a more holistic approach
to explain properties that emerge out of complex
systems. Like systems theory, which investigates the
capacity of formal systems, systems biology defines
a system as a quantity of elements and a quantity of
relations between these elements. Both assume that
the relations between the elements of a system and
its possibilities of behavior can be represented formally (mathematically) without respect to any kind
of realization (circumstances, history). This means
that the dynamic relations, as well as the quantities
Genomics Insights 2013:6

of elements that constitute these relations, are subject
to formalizable (computational) procedures such as
algorithms.
Systems biology tries to explain the emergence
of new properties by the sum of interactions of its
parts. But natural languages/codes and the historically grown real-life worlds of the code-using agents
cannot be formalized or represented by computational procedures because no algorithm is available
for coherent de novo generation of common behavior
or commonly shared meanings of sign sequences. In
systems biology, the single member and its crucial
membership behavior based on social competence
and active engagement is lost. Changes in group identity depend on individual membership (adaptational)
change, but in holistic approaches, individual member behavior is determined by the interrelations of
the whole.83,84 Because in real-life worlds, the groups
also depend on the active (learning) engagement of
competent individuals, systems biology cannot identify these competencies. To understand the active
engagement of single members with social competence within groups, we have to develop a qualitative
approach that is not available with the above quantitative procedures.

RNA social membership is essential
but basically indefinable

However, we can consider these same “systems”
issues from the perspective of “agents.”91–93 A system
then becomes a set of agents. The nature of “agent”
interactions (behavior) will determine many “system”
features. How then do we specify “set” membership?
It has been observed that an RNA consortium can
become “bound” to itself and preclusive of past members, as seen in quasispecies of RNA virus.90
Although set membership can be outlined to a
large degree by various features (such as replicator
activity/identity), it can never be completely specified, since it can always be further parasitized by as
yet to be encountered members or parasites.34 This
feature renders the ability to absolutely specify membership (absolute immunity) as basically indefinable.
Thus, a network can never be fully secure from as
yet undefined parasite agents. But a crucial inference
from this “insecurity” is that it provides the inherent capacity for novelty, that is, the precondition for
greater complexity.
7
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The core issue is thus to specify how “agents”
emerge from chemicals (ribozymes) to form identity
(such as for replicators) and then form groups that
learn membership. For all extant life, these agents
must have initially been RNA stem loops. Single
RNA stem-loop generation occurs by physical chemical properties solely as demonstrated by natural and
randomized RNA experiments.42,44,45 If stem-loop
consortia build complex consortia they initiate social
interactions not present in a pure chemical world. The
emergence of identity (self vs. nonself) is a crucial
step from single RNA stem loops to RNA consortia;
maybe the crucial step from inanimate world to life?
This line of thought leads to the following relevant
questions:
• What does it mean to be an RNA agent of a
group?
• What are the relevant behavioral rules for an
agent?
• When does a peptide also become a member of an
RNA stem-loop society?
• What is needed to be a member of an RNA quasispecies collective?
• Is this membership always a dynamic state?
• Did the invention of DNA “lockdown” this
dynamic and promote the individual fittest type?
• How does this dynamic system emerge from the
“rules” of behavior?
• How do new “rules” emerge?

What are the behavioral motifs of active
RNA social membership

An individual member must be coherent with the
group. In groups that constitute by self/nonself differentiation, the exclusion processes are executed
rather strictly by immune functions, for example,
toxin/antitoxin modules, CRISPRs, restriction/
modification.34,59,94 The collective set of positive and
negative interactions (identity/addiction) all must
allow membership. A member may also be able to use
what other members provide (cooperation between
nonself similar agents). Members possess some
behaviors that allow and maintain membership and
the collective support of survival.
But membership is also dynamic, since the collective changes. This means a fittest type individual
becomes a nonmember if it fails to keep up with
8

membership changes (ie, does not participate in
shared common experience by learning). The concept
of virus involves the concept of transmission. Some
of the fundamental questions for a “virus” to become
an agent are as follows:
• Does membership “spread” from one consortia to
another?
• Is it contagious?
• Can this spreading be modelled or is it too dependent on the specifics of the new “host”?
• Is this learning and transmission solely a chemical
feature?
In quasispecies the ensembles of RNA stem loops
(ribozymatic hairpin structures) represent not solely
content that rather specify self from nonself, but
in parallel—and this truly seems the start of living
processes—they act as agents, obedient to chemical/
physical laws and, in contrast to interactions in the
inanimate world, to syntactic, pragmatic, semantic
rules. It is exactly this latter feature that is absent
in inanimate nature.19 And exactly this feature is an
inherent characteristic for the communicative and linguistic competencies of living agents in biocommunication processes throughout all kingdoms.85–88
Now we have molecular structures coherent with
physical laws that store genetic information and
actively generate behavioral motifs and patterns of
interaction, that is, coordinate common behavior
according to rules that lead to consortia of self and
nonself groups. This resembles some kinds of social
group behavior with shared features:
• bottom-up processes tolerant of and needing
diversity
• spontaneous formation of group behavior
• de novo initiation of behavior that cannot be
deduced from former behavioral patterns
• highly adaptive processes
• lacking central or fittest type control
• retaining a contextual history
• smart (optimal energy costs)
• solves problems beyond the capacity of its individual members
• fast changing reactions against nonmembers
Together these features are clearly and exclusively at the bottom of all living nature. If we were
to eliminate these complementary competences
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out of the life processes, would there remain a living organism, or would it now simply be a chemical state? It seems not; thus, social RNA agents are
essential.

At the Dawn of a Qualitative RNA
Sociology

If we take now a step away from mainstream molecular biology (including the physical chemical properties of quasispecies and mutant spectra) and systems
biology (nonreductionistic physicalism) and move
toward a more consortial thinking of cooperative
ensembles of RNA stem loops, viruses, and subviral
remnants of former infection events, we should move
toward a kind of RNA sociology. Qualitative RNA
sociology emphasizes understanding of “social phenomena” through analysis of active RNA sequences
according to contextual needs, that is, the primacy
of pragmatic interactional motifs, meaning functions
prior to sequence syntax. In this respect the exaptations and domestications of former (infection derived)
inventions to more appropriate needs fit ideally into
these investigations, that being the highly dynamic
modular perspective on these interacting agents.
A qualitative RNA sociology additionally investigates the roles of viruses as direct descendants and
mediators of RNA societies.
As mentioned in the introduction, the main reason
for the difficulties in stepping from the old molecular biology concepts to current knowledge about the
dynamics of genome biology is that the genetic code
as a natural language was explained by inherent physical and chemical properties of matter. The meaning
(semantics) of the information stored in the genetic
code was assumed to be the result of selection of a
varying molecular syntax.95
The crucial deficit in this assumption was ignorance of the agent perspective: no natural code codes
itself, as no natural language speaks itself. In natural
languages or codes, there must be living agents that
generate signs and combine them into more complex
sign sequences.96 The living agents are involved in the
context (pragmatics) of natural ecospheres and share
social life worlds to coordinate and organize survival
within a history. The concrete life world context in
which living agents are interwoven determines the
meaning (semantics) of the signs. In addition to these
3 levels of rules (syntax, pragmatics, semantics), in
Genomics Insights 2013:6

natural languages/codes a further most important
precondition is necessary: it is not possible for only
one agent to follow a rule only once. Rule-following
basically is a kind of social interaction within consortia or between consortia.96 Subsequently applied to
RNA biology, an RNA sociology may lead to a better
understanding of roles of RNA consortia in evolution
and development.

Conclusion

The initial quasispecies and hypercycle concept of
Manfred Eigen sought to connect physics (quantum
mechanics) to Fisher’s equation for natural selection through stochastic alterations (“error copies”)
of previously selected sequences (“master copies”)
that compete against their master copies. This highlights only a small fraction of the sources of genetic
variation, via randomly derived changes due to error
copying, such as mutations. This approach was not
more helpful in identifying relevant agents that drive
the evolution of new sequences and sequence space
because it neglected the major source of genetic variation that derives from viral and viral-related infections that can alter the genetic order and even provide
the dynamic regulations of genes. This is a completely different source of information than errors
of copying. By trying to link these equations, Eigen
also bypassed the more fundamental (and ongoing)
requirement for consortial action of RNA agents in
the emergence of life. In this respect, Eigen tried to
deduce the emergence of life as a systems feature of
self-replication of matter, that is, matter alone is able
to emerge information.
In contrast to this, we have tried to exemplify the
multiple roles of consortia of ribozymatic agents
emerging from compatible stem-loop structures
that work together to build RNA viruses and create
infection-derived noncoding RNA networks without which life cannot function. The basic behavioral
competences of these agents are absent in inanimate
nature and resemble core sets of behavioral rules that
are fundamentally shared by RNA agents but yet may
change or adapt to varying adaptational purposes.
This explains their module like character.
In this respect, we propose the alternative concept
of qualitative RNA sociology that underlies the communicative competences of consortia of RNA stemloop structures in constituting life.
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